INTRODUCTION:
Neural circuits across the brain are composed of structures spanning seven orders of magnitude in size that are assembled from thousands of distinct protein types. Electron microscopy has imaged densely labeled brain tissue at nanometer-level resolution over near-millimeter-level dimensions but lacks the contrast to distinguish specific proteins and the speed to readily image multiple specimens. Conversely, confocal fluorescence microscopy offers molecular contrast but has insufficient resolution for dense neural tracing or the precise localization of specific molecular players within submicrometer-sized structures. Last, superresolution fluorescence microscopy bleaches fluorophores too quickly for largevolume imaging and also lacks the speed for effective brain-wide or cortex-wide imaging of multiple specimens.
RATIONALE : We combined two imaging technologies to address these issues. Expansion microscopy (ExM) creates an expanded, optically clear phantom of a fluorescent specimen that retains its original relative distribution of fluorescent tags. Lattice light-sheet microscopy (LLSM) then images this phantom in three dimensions with minimal photobleaching at speeds sufficient to image the entire Drosophila brain or across the width of the mouse cortex in ∼2 to 3days, with multiple markers at an effective resolution of ∼60 by 60 by 90 nm for 4× expansion.
RESULTS: We applied expansion/LLSM (ExLLSM) to study a variety of subcellular structures in the brain. In the mouse cortex, we quantified the volume of organelles, measured morphological parameters of~1500 dendritic spines, determined the variation of distances between pre-and postsynaptic proteins, observed large differences in postsynaptic expression at adjacent pyramidal neurons, and studied both the azimuthal asymmetry and layer-specific longitudinal variation of axonal myelination. In Drosophila, we traced the axonal branches of olfactory projection neurons across one hemisphere and studied the stereotypy of their boutons at the calyx and lateral horn across five animals. We also imaged all dopaminergic neurons (DANs) across the brain of another specimen, visualized DAN morphologies in all major brain regions, and traced a cluster of eight DANs to their termini to determine their respective cell types. In the same specimen, we also determined the number of presynaptic active zones (AZs) across the brain and the local density of all AZs and DAN-associated AZs in each brain region.
CONCLUSION: With its high speed, nanometric resolution, and ability to leverage genetically targeted, cell type-specific, and protein-specific fluorescence labeling, ExLLSM fills a valuable niche between the high throughput of conventional optical pipelines of neural anatomy and the ultrahigh resolution of corresponding EM pipelines. Assuming the development of fully validated, brain-wide isotropic expansion at 10× or beyond and sufficiently dense labeling, ExLLSM may enable brainwide comparisons of even densely innervated neural circuits across multiple specimens with protein-specific contrast at 25-nm resolution or better.
T he human brain is a 1.5-kg organ that, despite its small size, contains more than 80 billion neurons (1) that connect through approximately 7000 synapses each in a network of immense complexity. Neural structures span a size continuum greater than seven orders of magnitude in extent and are composed of more than 10,000 distinct protein types (2) that collectively are essential to build and maintain neural networks. Electron microscopy (EM) can image down to the level of individual ion channels and synaptic vesicles (3) across thẽ 0.03 mm 3 volume of the brain of the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster (4, 5) . However, EM creates a grayscale image in which the segmentation of specific subcellular components or the tracing of the complete arborization of specific neurons remains challenging and in which specific proteins can rarely be unambiguously identified. Optical microscopy combined with immunofluorescence, fluorescent proteins, or fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) enables high-sensitivity imaging of specific protein expression patterns in brain tissue (6, 7), brainwide tracing of sparse neural subsets in flies (8, 9 ) and mice (10) , and in situ identification of specific cell types (11, 12) but has insufficient resolution for dense neural tracing or the precise localization of specific molecular players within critical subcellular structures such as dendritic spines. Diffraction-unlimited superresolution (SR) fluorescence microscopy (13, 14) combines nanoscale resolution with protein-specific contrast but bleaches fluorophores too quickly for large-volume imaging and, like EM, would require months to years to image even a single D. melanogaster brain (table S1) .
Given the vast array of molecular species that contribute to neural communication through many mechanisms in addition to the synaptic connections determined by EM connectomics (15) , and given that the anatomical circuits for specific tasks can vary substantially between individuals of the same species (16, 17) , highresolution three-dimensional (3D) imaging with molecular specificity of many thousands of brains may be necessary to yield a comprehensive understanding of the genesis of complex behaviors in any organism. Here, we describe a combination of expansion microscopy (ExM) (18, 19) , lattice light-sheet microscopy (LLSM) (20) , and terabyte-scale image processing and analysis tools (21) that achieves single-molecule sensitivity and~60-by 60-by 90-nm resolution at volumetric acquisition rates~700× and 1200× faster than existing high-speed SR (22) and EM (5) methods, respectively, at comparable or higher resolution (table S1) . We demonstrate its utility through multicolor imaging of neural subsets and associated proteins across the thickness of the mouse cortex and the entirety of the Drosophila brain while quantifying nanoscale parameters, including dendritic spine morphology, myelination patterns, stereotypic variations in boutons of fly projection neurons, and the number of synapses in each fly brain region.
Combining expansion and lattice lightsheet microscopy (ExLLSM)
In protein-retention ExM (proExM) (19) , fluorophoreconjugated antibodies (Abs) and/or fluorescent proteins (FPs) that mark the features of interest within a fixed tissue are chemically linked to an infused polyacrylamide/polyacrylate gel. After protease digestion of the tissue, the gel can be expanded in water isotropically, creating an enlarged phantom of the tissue that faithfully retains the tissue's original relative distribution of fluorescent tags ( fig. S1 and supplementary note 1). This yields an effective resolution given by the original resolution of the imaging microscope divided by the expansion factor. Another advantage of digestion is that lipids, protein fragments, and other optically inhomogeneous organic components that are not anchored to the gel are sufficiently removed so that the expanded gel has a refractive index nearly indistinguishable from water and therefore can be imaged aberrationfree to a postexpansion depth of at least 500 mm ( fig. S2 ) by using conventional water immersion objectives. ProExM has been applied to a range of model animals, including mouse (19) , zebrafish (23) , and Drosophila (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . Although up to 20× expansion has been reported (29) , at 8× expansion by using an iterated form of the N,N-dimethylacrylamide-gel expansion protocol, we observed regions where the expansion superficially appears accurate ( fig. S3A ) and other regions of clear distortion, such as irregularly shaped somata and nuclei ( fig. S3B ). High expansion ratios also require exceptionally high fluorescence labeling densities to take advantage of the theoretically achievable resolution and take longer to image. Thus, for this work we chose to focus only on applications (table S2) enabled by 4× expansion.
Several challenges emerge when attempting to extend ExM to specimens at the millimeter scale of the fly brain or a mouse cortical column. First, even 4× expansion requires effective voxel dimensions of~30 to 50 nm on each side to match the full resolution potential of ExM, or~20 trillion voxels/mm 3 /color. This in turn necessitates imaging at speeds on the order of 100 million voxels/s to complete the acquisition in days rather than weeks or more, as well as an image-processing and -storage pipeline that can handle such high sustained data rates. Second, photobleaching often extinguishes the fluorescence signal from deeper regions of 3D specimens before they can be imaged-a problem that becomes more severe with thicker specimens, longer imaging durations, and/or the higher illumination intensities needed for faster imaging. Last, because ExM resolution is proportional to imaging resolution, the latter should be as high as possible within these other constraints while also striving for near-isotropic resolution, so that neural tracing and quantification of nanoscale structures is not limited by the axis of poorest resolution.
To address these challenges, we turned to LLSM (20) , which sweeps an ultrathin sheet of laser light through a specimen and collects the resulting fluorescence from above with a high numerical aperture (NA) objective to image it on a high-speed camera (supplementary note 2). Confinement and propagation of excitation light within the detection focal plane permits parallel acquisition of data at rates of 10 million to 100 million voxels/s at low intensities that minimize photobleaching within the plane and eliminates bleaching in the unilluminated regions above and below. Consequently, we could image large volumes of expanded tissue expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) in a subset of mouse cortical neurons with uniform signal from top to bottom (Fig. 1A, left) . By contrast, at a comparable signal in the acquired images, the out-of-focus excitation and high peak power at the multiple foci of a spinning disk confocal microscope (SDCM) photobleached the expanded tissue~10× faster than LLSM (Fig. 1C) , rendering deeper regions completely dark (Fig. 1, A and B, center), while the sparse illumination of the SDCM focal array slowed volumetric acquisition by~7× (table S1) . Another commercial alternative, Airyscan, efficiently images the fluorescence generated at the excitation focus and uses this information to extend the imaging resolution approximately 1.4× beyond the diffraction limit (30, 31) . However, Airyscan imaged expanded tissue~40× slower (table S1) and with 20× faster bleaching (Fig. 1C ) than LLSM. LLSM can operate in two modes: objective scan ( fig. S4) , in which the sample is stationary while the light-sheet and detection objective move in discrete steps across the image volume, and sample scan (Fig. 1) , in which the sample is swept continuously through the light sheet. Sample scan is faster (tables S1) but yields slightly lower yz resolution ( fig. S4 ) than that of 2 of 16 objective scan because information in the sample scanning direction is slightly blurred by simultaneous image acquisition and sample movement. Of the methods above, Airyscan should in principle achieve the highest lateral (xy) resolution, followed by SDCM (owing to pinhole filtering), and last, the two modes of LLSM. In practice, however, dendritic spines and axons appeared more clearly and faithfully resolved in lateral views with LLSM than with SDCM or even Airyscan (Fig. 1B, top row) , a conclusion corroborated by its higher lateral spatial frequency content (Fig. 1D and fig. S4A , top rows) as measured from mitochondriatargeted Ab puncta. Likewise, the thinness of the lattice light sheet contributes to the axial (z) resolution of LLSM (Fig. 1D and fig. S4A , bottom rows) and therefore yielded xz views of spines and axons only slightly poorer than in the lateral plane and substantially sharper than those obtained with SDCM or Airyscan (Fig. 1B, bottom row) .
One additional challenge in millimeter-scale ExLLSM involves the processing of multiterabyte data sets. In LLSM, the lateral extent of the light sheet (table S2) is far smaller than an expanded fly brain or cortical column, so the final image volumes had to be computationally stitched together from as many as 25,000 (table S2) tiled subvolumes per color. However, because of systematic sample stage errors and slight swelling or shrinking of expanded samples over many hours, many tiles did not perfectly overlap with their neighbors on all six sides. To address this, we developed an Apache Spark-based highperformance computing pipeline (supplementary note 3 and figs. S5 to S7) that first performed a flat-field correction for each tile to account for intensity variations across the light sheet and then stitched the intensity-corrected tiles together by using an automated and iteratively refined prediction model of tile coordinates. In a separate track, each intensity-corrected tile was deconvolved by using a measured point spread function (PSF) so that when the final set of coordinates for all tiles was available, the deconvolved image volume of the entire specimen could be assembled and visualized (supplementary note 4 and 5) with minimal stitching artifacts.
Quantification of subcellular structures in mouse cortical neurons
The protein-specific fluorescence contrast of ExLLSM enabled rapid, computationally efficient, and purely automated segmentation and nanoscale quantification of subcellular neural structures over large volumes. For example, dense cytosolic expression of YFP under the thy1 promotor in mouse pyramidal neurons revealed sharply delineated voids (Movie 1) representing subcellular compartments ( Fig. 2A) of various shapes and sizes whose volumes we could quantify accurately ( Fig. 2B and supplementary note 4d). Simultaneous immunofluorescence labeling against Tom20 and LAMP1, although comparatively sparse (movie S1), was sufficient to identify the subset of these that represented mitochondria or lysosomes (Fig. 2C) in the latter case, the specific subset with LAMP1 that likely represented multivesicular bodies or autolysosomes (supplementary note 6a) (32) . As expected, we found that mitochondria were generally both longer and larger in volume than lysosomes ( Fig. 2D and table S3 ). Mitochondria ranged in length from 0.2 to 8.0 mm, which is consistent with EM measurements in the cortex (33) or other regions (34) of the mouse brain, whereas the subset of LAMP1 compartments ranged from 0.1 to~1.0 mm, which is also consistent with EM (35) .
Given this agreement-and the important roles mitochondria play in dendrite development, synapse formation, calcium regulation, and neurodegenerative disease (34, 36, 37)-we extended our analysis across~100 by 150 by 150 mm of the mouse somatosensory cortex. We classified length, aspect ratio, and volume ( Fig.  2E and fig. S8 ) of 2893 mitochondria and 222 lysosomes across the somata and initial portions (78 mm mean length) of the apical dendrite of five-layer V pyramidal neurons, as well as the initial portions (95 mm mean length) of three descending axon segments. As noted previously in the hippocampus (36), we found that long and high-aspect-ratio mitochondria were far more prevalent in apical dendrites than in axons, with mitochondria longer than 3 mm comprising 6.5% all dendritic mitochondria (~12 per 100 mm of dendrite length) versus 0.7% of all axonal ones. These differences may represent the difficulty in assembling and maintaining large organelles within the narrow confines of the axon, or they may reflect functional differences in the regulation of calcium in axons versus dendrites.
We next turned our attention to the myelination of axons, which is essential for the rapid (38, 39) and energy-efficient (40) propagation of action potentials (APs) and which, when disrupted, can lead to neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis (41) . The propagation velocity is affected by the g-ratio, the diameter of the axon normalized to the diameter of its surrounding myelin sheath (42) . Most EM measurements of the g-ratio come from 2D images of single sections cut transversely to axonal tracts (43) (44) (45) and therefore lack information on how the g-ratio might vary along the length of a given axon. To address this, we used ExLLSM to image a 320-by 280-by 60-mm volume in the primary somatosensory cortex of a Thy1-YFP transgenic mouse immunostained against myelin basic protein (MBP) ( Fig. 2F and Movie 2). At every longitudinal position z along a given myelinated axon, we measured the local g-ratio at every azimuthal position q by dividing the radius r axon (q, z) of the axon along the radial vector from the axon center by the radius r myelin (q, z) of the outer edge of the myelin sheath along the same vector (Fig. 2G, fig. S9 , and supplementary note 4e). Across one 56-mmlong segment, the mean g-ratio of 0.57 calculated from mean axon and sheath diameters of 0.52 and 0.90 mm, respectively, fell at the lower end of a distribution previously reported in the central nervous system yet was consistent with a theoretical estimate of 0.60 for the ratio that optimizes propagation velocity (42) . However, these values do not reflect the substantial variability we observed, with the outer axon-to-outer myelin distance ranging from 0.12 to 0.35 mm ( fig. S10 ) and the local g-ratio ranging from~0.4 to 0.8 ( Fig. 2H and Movie 2). Furthermore, the axon and the sheath were rarely concentric ( Fig. 2G ), leading to rapid longitudinal changes in capacitance and impedance that may Movie 2. Axon myelination and local g-ratio of layer V pyramidal neurons of the mouse primary somatosensory cortex. Thy1-YFPexpressing neurons and immunostained myelin sheaths across 320 by 280 by 60 mm, with quantification of the local g-ratio on the surface of a specific myelin sheath (Fig. 2, F and G, and figs. S9 and S10). influence the speed and efficiency of signal propagation. We subsequently confirmed these observations with EM ( fig. S11 and supplementary note 2h).
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ExLLSM is also well suited to study the nanoscale organization of synaptic proteins over large tissue volumes. Imaging a 75-by 100-by 125-mm tissue section cut from layer IV/V of the primary somatosensory cortex of a transgenic Thy1-YFP mouse, we identified 25,286 synapses that have closely juxtaposed concentrations of immunolabeled pre-and postsynaptic proteins Bassoon and Homer1 ( fig. S12A ), 2325 of which had Homer1 localized at YFP-labeled dendritic spines (Fig. 2I and Movie 3). These tended to form nested caps, with major axis lengths of 856 ± 181 nm and 531 ± 97 nm for Bassoon and Homer1, respectively [median ± median absolute deviation (MAD)] (fig. S12 , B and C). The Homer1 distribution was consistent with SR measurements in dissociated hippocampal neurons (DHN) (46) , but our Bassoon values were slightly larger. The centroid-tocentroid distance we measured between Bassoon/ Homer1 pairs was 243 ± 69 nm for all pairs within the volume (Fig. 2J ) and 185 ± 70 nm for those associated with YFP-filled spines (Fig.  2K) . The difference between these values suggests that mature glutamatergic synapses of layer V pyramidal neurons, which are the ones expressing YFP, are narrower than other types across the primary somatosensory cortex. The difference between these values and previous SR measurements of 150 ± 20 nm in the ventral orbital cortex (n = 252 Bassoon/Homer1 pairs) (47) , 165 ± 9 nm in DHN (n = 43 pairs) (46) , and 179 ± 42 nm in the middle of the primary somatosensory cortex (n = 159 pairs) (29) may reflect natural variations in different brain regions (29) or a systematic bias in these earlier studies arising by measuring the distance between 1D Gaussian fits to the Bassoon/Homer1 distributions in a manually selected slice through the heart of each synapse, versus our approach of calculating the distance between the 3D centroids calculated across the complete distributions.
Somatosensory cortex-spanning measurement of dendritic spines and excitatory synapses
The combination of fast imaging (table S1) and targeted sparse labeling enables ExLLSM-based quantification of nanoscale neural structures to be extended to millimeter-scale dimensions over multiterabyte data sets. This yields statistically large sample populations that can reveal subtle changes in the distributions of specific morphological parameters across different regions of the brain.
One such application involves the morphology of dendritic spines in different layers of the mouse cerebral cortex. A spine is a small (~0.01 to 1.0 mm 3 ) membranous protrusion from a neuronal dendrite that receives synaptic input from the closely juxtaposed axon of another neuron. Spine morphology has been extensively studied with a variety of imaging methods (48), in part because it is related to synaptic strength (49) , whose time-and activity-dependent change (plasticity) (50) is implicated in learning and memory consolidation (51) . However, although optical methods such as Golgi impregnations (52) , array tomography (6), and confocal (53) and two-photon microscopy (54, 55) can image the complete arborization of neurons spanning the cortex, they lack the 3D nanometric resolution needed to measure the detailed morphology of spines. Conversely, EM (56, 57) and SR fluorescence microscopy (58, 59) have the requisite resolution but not the speed to scale readily to cortical dimensions. ExLLSM, however, has both.
To demonstrate this, we imaged a 1900-by 280-by 70-mm tissue slice spanning the pia to the white matter in the primary somatosensory cortex of a transgenic Thy1-YFP mouse expressing cytosolic fluorescence within a sparse subset of layer V pyramidal neurons. The slice was additionally immunostained against Bassoon and Homer1 ( Fig. 3A and Movie 4). In each of seven different regions across the cortex (Fig.  3B and fig. S13A ), we selected four 27-by 27-by 14-mm subvolumes and used a modified commercial analysis pipeline (supplementary note 4f) (60) to segment (fig. S14 and movie S2) and measure spine ultrastructure. Across thẽ 1500 spines so measured, the range of spine head diameters, neck diameters, overall backbone lengths (spine root to tip), and neck backbone lengths (Fig. 3C and figs. S13B and S15) were consistent with those seen in an EM study of layer II/III pyramidal neurons in the mouse visual cortex (56) . Furthermore, the absence of spines in the initial segment of the distal apical dendrite, and prevalence of much larger spines on smaller dendritic branches than on the remainder of the distal apical dendrite (Fig. 3D) , were in line with an EM study of pyramidal neurons in the primary somatosensory cortex of the cat (61) . Mean spine head diameter and mean neck backbone length each approximately doubled from layer II/III (position 1) to the regions of layers IV and V (positions 3 and 4) nearest the somata before falling again in layer VI (positions 6 and 7) to levels similar to layer II/III (table S4) . This is consistent with a longitudinal in vivo study of spine morphology that found that spines closer to the soma, including those on proximal apical dendrites, were more mature and formed stronger synaptic connections than those on basal dendrites or the distal apical dendrite (62) . We also found that head diameter and backbone length or neck backbone length were correlated across all layers of the cortex (Fig. 3C, top row; figs. S13B, top row, and S15; and table S4), but neck diameter and neck backbone length were not correlated across all regions (Fig. 3C, bottom row; fig. S13B , bottom row; and table S4).
Colabeling with Homer1-specific antibodies allowed us also to map excitatory synapses and their density (Fig. 3E) across the primary somatosensory cortex. In particular, when 4.5 million Homer1 puncta were binned in 50-by 50-by 25-mm subvolumes to average across local fluctuations, their density was revealed to be~1.5 to 2.0× greater in layers II/III and V (~40 to 50 puncta/mm 3 ) than in adjacent layers I, IV, and VI. Similar dual maxima in synaptic density are seen in sparsely sampled EM images of the rat somatosensory (63) and mouse barrel cortex (64) , although in different cortical layers (rat, II and IV; mouse, I and IV) than seen in this work.
Focusing on the subset of Homer1 puncta colocalized with YFP-expressing dendritic spines, we found that thin spines were approximately twice as likely to coexpress Homer1 as spines classified as stubby, mushroom, or filopodial ( fig. S16) . As a synaptic scaffold protein, Homer1 plays an important role in the recruitment and cross-linking of other proteins that lead to the maturation and enlargement of spines (65) (66) (67) , so Homer1's relative abundance at thin spines may presage their transformation to more mature forms. Surprisingly, we also observed dramatic variations in the expression of Homer1 within neighboring layer V pyramidal neurons: Homer1 was present at nearly all spines and throughout the cytosol of one neuron (Fig. 3D, neuron 1) , whereas a parallel neuron~57 mm away of similar morphology exhibited very little Homer1, (Fig. 3 , figs. S13 to S17, and movie S2). (Fig. 2, I to K, and fig. S12 ).
even at its dendritic spines (Fig. 3D, neuron 2) . This difference did not result from differential labeling efficiency because the density of Homer1 puncta in the immediate surrounds of each neuron was similar ( fig. S17 ). Instead, because
Homer1 levels are known to change rapidly under different neuronal states [for example, asleep versus awake (68)], it may reflect the different excitatory states of these two neurons at the time the animal was sacrificed.
Visual cortex-spanning neuronal tracing and myelination patterns Although the radial anisotropy of axonal myelination (Fig. 2E) can affect the speed and efficiency of AP propagation, so too can its 7 of 16 To determine whether these differences are more reflective of the layer of origination of the axon or the functional role of the cortical region studied (the somatosensory versus the visual cortex), we imaged at 27 by 27 by 50 nm/ voxel a~280-by 1100-by 83-mm tissue section from the primary visual cortex extending from the pia to the white matter of a Thy1-YFP mouse. The tissue was additionally immunostained against MBP and contactin-associated protein (Caspr) (71) to visualize myelin sheaths and their terminations, respectively ( Fig. 4A and Movie 5). Although the dense global staining of EM makes long-range 3D tracing of small neurites challenging, expression of YFP in a sparse subset of layer V and layer VI pyramidal neurons (72) enabled rapid semiautomatic tracing (supplementary note 4h) of axons, their myelination, and the entire arborization of selected neurons across the tissue section (Fig. 4B and Movie 6). This included the distal apical dendrite and its branches (Fig. 4C, i) , basal dendrites and their spines (Fig. 4C, ii) , the premyelin axonal segment (PMAS) (Fig. 4D) , the nodes of Ranvier (Fig. 4E) , and collateral branches of the main axon originating at the nodes (Fig.   4F ). All these features matched the known morphologies of layer V pyramidal neurons (73) and were recapitulated in a second neuron traced throughout the volume (Fig. 5A and Movie 6).
Given this assurance, we traced the axons and their longitudinal myelination patterns for 10 neurons in layer V and 11 more in layer VI (Fig. 5B) . Within the imaged volume, all of the layer V axons in the primary visual cortex exhibited continuous myelination beyond the end of the PMAS, except for the expected small gaps at the nodes of Ranvier. This is consistent with the myelination pattern seen previously for layer III to VI axons in the primary somatosensory cortex (70) . The range of PMAS lengths we measured for these neurons (28 to 41 mm, mean = 34.9 ± 1.1 mm) was also consistent with the range found in layers V and VI of the primary somatosensory cortex ( four layer V neurons that could be traced to the white matter increased with increasing distance from the soma (Fig. 5C and fig. S18 ). By contrast, in layer VI only six axons were continuously myelinated, whereas two were completely unmyelinated, and three exhibited intermittent myelination with long unmyelinated segments more reminiscent of the layer II and III axons in the primary somatosensory cortex than the layer VI axons there (70) . Thus, myelination patterns of axons in the primary visual cortex and the primary somatosensory cortex can differ, even for neurons in the same cortical layer. Although the volumes of the somata and the diameters of the PMAS in layer V of the primary visual cortex were twice as large as those in layer VI (Fig. 5D and fig. S19 , respectively), there was not a strong relationship between soma volume and myelination pattern (for example, intermittent or continuous) within layer VI (Fig. 5E) . However, the PMAS lengths of the six continuously myelinated and the three intermittently myelinated axons in layer VI of the primary visual cortex split into distinct populations (Fig. 5F) , with the intermittent ones of mean length (30.3 ± 1.7 mm) similar to the axons of layer V, and the continuous ones more than twice as long (70.6 ± 3.6 mm). Thus, continuously myelinated axons in different layers of the primary visual cortex need not have similar PMAS lengths. Given that the distal end of the PMAS is the site of AP initiation (74) , perhaps PMAS length might be one mechanism by which neurons control the AP to account for differences in myelination or overall axon length in different layers and cortical regions.
Long-range tracing of clustered neurons in Drosophila and their stereotypy
Although millimeter-scale tissue sections present no problem for LLSM, the entire mouse brain is far too large, given the short working distances of commercially available high-resolution objectives. The brain of the fruitfly D. melanogaster, on the other hand, fits comfortably within the microscope, even in its 4× expanded form. Furthermore, a vast array of genetic tools have been developed for Drosophila, such as split-GAL4 drivers and MultiColor FlipOut (MCFO) (17) , which enable precise labeling of userselected subsets of its~100,000 neurons, such as the dorsal paired medial (DPM) neurons that innervate the mushroom bodies (MBs) (movie S3). Fluorescence imaging of thousands of such subsets across thousands of transgenic flies and collation of the results then yields brain-wide 3D reconstructions of complete neural networks at single-cell resolution (8, 9) . However, to trace fine neuronal processes and identify synaptic connections, nanoscale resolution is needed. For all these reasons, the Drosophila brain is well matched to the capabilities of ExLLSM.
We thus chose to start with a relatively simple case: three olfactory projection neurons (PNs) originating at the DC3 glomerulus of the antennal lobes that feed most prominent sensory inputs to the calyx (CA) of the MB and lateral horn (LH) (75, 76) . Imaging a~250-by 175-by 125-mm volume, we were able to trace the axonal branches of all three DC3 PNs across one hemisphere ( Fig. 6A and Movie 7), although tracing of fine dendritic processes was still difficult at 4× expansion. We were also able to precisely assign boutons to each cell within the CA (cell 1, 3 boutons; cell 2, 3 boutons; cell 3, 4 boutons) and the LH (cell 1, 19 boutons; cell 2, 32 boutons; cell 3, 23 boutons) and determine the shapes and sizes of the boutons in these regions (Fig. 6B) .
The neuronal circuits of the olfactory pathways to the MB have been extensively described by using light microscopy and have been reconstructed completely in the L1 instar larva and partially in the adult brain by using EM (5, 77) . However, the variation among individual animals has not been well studied at the level of detailed subcellular circuitry. The speed of ExLLSM now makes this possible. We studied the stereotypy of DC3 PNs by comparing their morphologies in the CA across five different animals (Fig. 6C) . As expected, we consistently observed the restriction of boutons to the ends of the neurites in CA. However, we found that both the number and size of boutons differed among the three cells from the same hemisphere as well as between animals. For example, the total number of boutons in CA varied from 7 to 12, and none of the bouton assignments to each cell was the same among all five brains studied (Fig. 6D) . The bouton size also showed substantial variability among the brains (Fig.  6E) . These variations might arise from the distinct developmental histories of the individual animals. It is not yet clear whether they also indicate differences in synaptic strength and connection with Kenyon cells or how they might affect processing of olfactory information for associative learning in the MB. ExLLSM will enable such questions to be answered, thanks to its high throughput and its precise descriptions of neuronal morphology.
Given our success with this relatively simple example, we next applied ExLLSM to a much more challenging sample by imaging a~340-by 660-by 90-mm volume covering nearly the entire brain of a TH-GAL4 transgenic Drosophila specimen. The sample was immunostained in one color against the membranes of all dopaminergic neurons (DANs) and in a second color with nc82 antibodies against Bruchpilot (Brp), a major structural and functional component of presynaptic active zones (AZs) (78, 79) . Among the~110 DANs within the image volume, we focused our efforts on tracing the protocerebral posterior medial 3 (PPM3) cluster of DANs that project to the central complex, a key brain region essential for navigation, visual memory, sleep, and aggression (80) (81) (82) . With manual annotation, we identified and traced all eight Gao et al., Science 363, eaau8302 (2019) 18 January 2019
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Movie 5. Neuronal processes and myelination patterns across the mouse primary visual cortex. Thy1-YFP-expressing neurons across 1100 by 280 by 83 mm, immunostained against myelin and Caspr, a marker of the nodes of Ranvier, with specific emphasis on the neuronal processes and longitudinal myelination profile of a selected layer V pyramidal neuron (Figs. 4 and 5 and figs. S18 and S19).
Movie 6. Segmentation of pyramidal neurons in layer V of the mouse primary visual cortex. Segmentation of two neurons, with specific emphasis on their branches and axonal myelination patterns (Fig. 4 and 5 and figs. S18 and S19).
Movie 7. Tracing of DC3 olfactory projection neurons (PNs) in an adult Drosophila brain. Volumetric view of three individually traced neurons projecting from the antenna lobe in a bundle, with magnified views of their boutons at the calyx and lateral horn (Fig. 6, A to E) . individual cells within the cluster (Fig. 6F , figs. S20 and S21, Movie 8, table S5, and movie S4). Although tracing of fine processes inside the central complex was difficult, we were able to trace the main axonal branches and precisely determine the number of cell types and the number of cells belonging to each cell type. Within the PPM3 cluster, we found that two cells (PPM3-EB) mainly projected to the ellipsoid body (EB) (82); two cells (PPM3-FB3) projected to layer 3 of the fan-shaped body (FB); two cells (PPM3-FB2-NO) projected to layer 2 of the FB and noduli (NO); and two cells, which could be further categorized into two cell types (PPM3-FB3-NO-a and PPM3-FB3-NO-b), projected to layer 3 of the FB and NO (Fig. 6G , figs. S20 and S21, table S5, and supplementary note 6f). Using stochastic labeling of individual neurons and split-GAL4 intersection, we were able to identify and confirm the individual cell types we assigned (figs. S20 and S21, table S5, and supplementary note 6f).
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Whole-brain analysis of presynaptic sites and DANs
We next turned our attention to the nc82 channel of this specimen because recent EM measurements of the nearest-neighbor distances between synapses in the a lobe of the MB ( fig.  S22 ) (83) suggest that quantitative counting of synapses across the Drosophila brain should be possible with ExLLSM at 4× expansion. However, to have confidence in the results, we needed to show that nc82 puncta larger than 100 nm represented true AZs and not nonfunctional Brp monomers or nonspecific background. To do so, we imaged two additional nc82-stained brains: one coimmunostained against V5-tagged Brp and the other coimmunostained against the AZ protein Syd1 (supplementary note 6c) (84, 85) . In both cases, the distribution of distances from each nc82 punctum to its nearest costained neighbor was consistent with their mutual incorporation in a single AZ (fig. S23 ). In addition, we imaged another brain sample of the output neuron from the a1 compartment of the MB (MBON-a1) to validate the specificity of nc82 antibody. We measured a 70-fold-higher surface density of nc82 puncta at the axons and boutons of MBON-a1 than at its dendrites ( fig.  S24 and supplementary note 6d) , which is consistent with the near-absence of dendritic presynaptic densities observed for the same neuron with EM (83) . Furthermore, we counted~44,000 nc82 puncta in the a3 compartment ( fig. S25 ), compared with~34,000 presynaptic densities in the EM study ( fig. S22 and supplementary note 6e). The distribution of distances between the presynaptic densities was also similar in the two cases (figs. S22B and S25B). To see whether these differences were within typical specimen variability, we imaged three additional wild-type females and counted betweeñ 34,000 and~49,000 n82 puncta in the a3 compartments of four MBs ( fig. S26 ). Conversely, for the two animals in which we studied both a3 compartments (the original TH-GAL4 specimen and the wild type), the number of nc82 puncta in the left and right compartments were within~10% of one another. This suggests that the variability we observed between animals, including the EM result, is indeed natural and not due to errors from our counting methodology.
Given confidence from these results, we then extended our analysis across nearly the entire brain (the medial lobes of the MB were not imaged because TH-GAL4 does not express in the DANs in that region). In total, we counted 40 million nc82 puncta,~530,000 of them localized at DANs (Fig. 7A and Movie 9), and calculated the brain-wide distribution of puncta density (Fig. 7B ) and nearest-neighbor distances between any puncta or only DAN-associated ones (Fig. 7C) .
We observed substantial differences when we further subdivided our analysis into 33 major brain regions ( fig. S28 to S30 and table S6 ). The volume density of all puncta, for example, varied from~2 to 3 per cubic micrometer in the lateral accessory lobe (LAL) and superior protocerebrmm (SP) to~6 to 8 in the compartments of the MB (Fig. 7D) , perhaps reflecting the distinct computational needs of different brain regions. The high density in the MB, for example, is likely beneficial for increasing capacity and sensory specificity of memory in associative learning.
When focusing on only those nc82 puncta associated with DANs, we found additional differences. For example, the distance between non-DAN nc82 puncta and DAN-associated nc82 puncta differed substantially between brain regions ( fig. S29) , indicating that the proportion of synapses that can be modulated by dopamine may differ between brain regions. We also found that the percentage of puncta associated with DANs was approximately 10-fold higher in the MB than in the optic lobes (Fig. 7D) , which is consistent with dopamine-dependent heterosynaptic plasticity being the basis of associative learning in the MB (83, 86, 87) . On the other hand, the FB and the EB, which are known for visual and place memory formation (88), exhibited surprisingly low DAN association, whereas the protocerebral bridge (PB) and the antler (ATL), which are not particularly known for heterosynaptic plasticity, showed high DAN association second only to the MB. Despite these differences, the variation in surface density of nc82 puncta on DANs in different brain regions was considerably less pronounced ( fig. S30B ) because the percentage volume occupied by DAN in each domain ( fig. S30D ) followed similar trends to the percentage of DAN-associated puncta (Fig.  7D ). This could also be seen directly in volume renderings of the DANs and DAN-associated puncta in each brain region ( Fig. 7E and Movie 10), although local intradomain variations in the spatial distribution of nc82 were also seen.
Discussion
Thanks to its combination of high imaging speed, low photobleaching rate, and 3D nanoscale resolution, ExLLSM extends, by at least 1000-fold in volume, the ability of SR fluorescence microscopy to generate detailed images of subcellular ultrastructure. This fills a valuable niche between the high throughput of conventional optical pipelines of neural anatomy (Fig. 6, F and G, and figs. S20 and S21).
Movie 9. Local density map of DAN-associated presynaptic sites across an adult Drosophila brain. Color-coded brain regions and 3D color-coded map of the local density of DAN-associated nc82 puncta in each domain (Fig. 7 , A to D, and figs. S28 to S30).
Movie 10. DANs and DAN-associated presynaptic sites in different brain regions of an adult Drosophila brain. Volume rendered DANs, DAN-associated nc82 puncta, and all nc82 puncta across the entire brain, color coded by brain region, followed by magnified 3D and orthoslice views of DANs and DAN-associated nc82 in each of nine different domains (Fig. 7E ).
(8, 9) and the ultrahigh resolution of corresponding EM pipelines (5, 70, 83 fig. S32) . However, the application of ExM to any biological system must be examined on a case-by-case basis through careful controls and comparisons with known aspects (such as with EM) of the specific ultrastructural elements under investigation. In particular, extrapolating the faithful nanoscale expansion of delicate membranous structures and vesicles in a specimen from images of more robust components such as cytoskeletal elements, clathrin-coated pits, or nuclear histones (18, 29, 96, 97) should be avoided. Elastic inhomogeneity of the specimen after digestion, such as from collagen-rich connective tissue or adhesion to a rigid substrate, can also interfere with expansion, although newer protocols with more aggressive digestion may help (98) . In this regard, brain tissue may represent a best case for ExM studies, owing to its comparatively homogenous mechanical properties and ready digestion. It should always be remembered that any image of a once-living specimen is an imperfect representation of that specimen, and the more steps that intrude in the process from one to the other the more imperfect it becomes. Overexpression, chemical fixation, permeabilization, and immunostaining already introduce numerous structural artifacts (99) (100) (101) in all forms of high-resolution fluorescence microscopy, including ExM, but ExM also requires additional steps of polymer infusion, gelation, label attachment, digestion, expansion, and handling that can perturb ultrastructure even more. Careful controls are essential.
At 4× expansion, the resolution of ExLLSM is close, but not quite sufficient, to trace fine, highly innervated neuronal processes-such as the PPM3 cluster, which terminates in the central complex-and would therefore benefit from higher expansion ratios. However, even if specimenwide isotropic expansion can be validated at higher ratios with newer protocols of iterated expansion (29) , ExM is still heir to the problems that bedevil other forms of high-resolution fluorescence microscopy. Chief among these is that because of the stochastic nature of labeling, the mean separation between fluorophores must be~5× to 10× smaller than the desired resolution in each dimension in order to distinguish with high confidence two or more structures for which no a priori knowledge exists (102) . We met this requirement at the level of 60-by 60-by 90-nm resolution in most cases owing to the dense expression of cytosolic label in Thy1-YFP transgenic mice and DAN membrane label in a TH-GAL4 transgenic fly, as well as the exceptional specificity of Abs targeting MBP and nc82. Other Abs in our study did not meet this standard but were sufficient to identify organelles responsible for voids of cytosolic label, mark Homer1 at synapses and Caspr at nodes of Ranvier, and measure statistical distributions of synapse breadth and pre-and postsynaptic separation. However, immunostaining in any form is probably not dense enough to achieve true 3D resolution much beyond that already obtainable at 4× expansion, and the long distance between epitope and fluorophore, particularly with secondary Abs, further limits resolution. Likewise, loss of FP fluorescence upon linking and digestion, as well as the slow continued loss of fluorescence, which we alleviated here with a highly basic imaging buffer (supplementary note 2, c and d), probably preclude study at high resolution of many FP-linked proteins at the endogenous levels produced through genome editing. Indeed, even at 4× expansion, we rarely found sufficient residual fluorescence to image targets labeled with red FPs of the Anthozoa family, despite reports to the contrary (19) .
Despite these challenges and limitations, the high speed and nanometric 3D resolution of ExLLSM make it an attractive tool for comparative anatomical studies, particularly in the Drosophila brain. For example, although we imaged the entire TH-GAL4/nc82 brain in 62.5 hours (3.2 × 10 5 mm 3 /hour), with subsequent improvements in scanning geometry and field of view (FOV) we imaged mouse brain tissue in two colors at 4.0 × 10 6 mm 3 /hour. If transferrable to the fly, this would allow whole-brain imaging in~5.0 hours. This limit is not fundamental; with simultaneous multicolor imaging and multiple cameras to cover even broader FOVs, rates up to~10 8 mm
3
/hour may be achievable, or~12 min/fly brain at 4× expansion. Assuming the future development of (i) robust, isotropic expansion at 10× or greater; (ii) longer working distance high NA water immersion objectives or lossless sectioning (103) of expanded samples; and (iii) a ubiquitous, dense, and cell-permeable fluorescent membrane stain analogous to heavy-metal stains in EM, even densely innervated circuits might be traced, particularly when imaged in conjunction with cell type-specific or stochastically expressed multicolor labels for error checking (104) . With such a pipeline in place, 10 or more specimens might be imaged in a single day at 4× to 10× expansion, enabling statistically rich, brain-wide studies with protein-specific contrast and nanoscale resolution of neural development, sexual dimorphism, degree of stereotypy, and structure/function or structure/behavior correlations, particularly under genetic or pharmacological perturbation.
Materials and methods
Preparation of ExM samples
Mouse, D. melanogaster, and human samples were dissected, fixed, and immunostained following the protocols in supplementary note 1. Sample genotypes and antibodies are summarized in table S2. Unless otherwise noted, all samples were processed by using a proteinretention ExM (proExM) protocol with minor modifications (19, 105) or an expansion pathology (ExPath) protocol (98) . Prepared ExM samples were stored in 1× phosphate-buffered saline at 4°C and expanded in doubly deionized water immediately before imaging with LLSM.
Lattice light-sheet imaging
With the exception of Fig. 1 , all ExM samples were imaged in objective scan mode (20) by using a LLSM described previously (106) , except with adaptive optics capability disabled. The ExM sample in the left column of Fig. 1 was imaged by using a LLSM optimized for ExM, featuring a broader 160-mm FOV, a 1.5-mm scan range, and software optimized for rapid sample scan acquisition (supplementary note 2a). All expanded samples were large compared with the LLS FOV and were therefore imaged in a series of overlapping 3D tiles that covered the desired sample volume (supplementary note 2b). For imaging sessions of several hours or more, focus was maintained through the periodic imaging of reference beads (supplementary note 2c). Raw data from each tile were deskewed (for sample scan mode), flat-fielded, deconvolved, and stored for subsequent processing.
Computing pipeline for flat-field correction, stitching, and export of 3D image tiles Because automatic tools for 3D stitching (107) (108) (109) (110) (111) do not scale to datasets with thousands of 3D image tiles, we developed a scalable high-performance computing (HPC) pipeline to robustly flat-field correct, deconvolve, and assemble 3D image tiles into the final volume (supplementary note 3). First, we extended and parallelized CIDRE (107) for 3D volumes to calculate 3D flat fields (figs. S5 and S6). We then corrected the raw image tiles using these flat-fields and deconvolved each. Next, we parallelized the globally optimizing 3D stitching method (108) to automatically stitch the thousands of raw image tiles, without manual intervention, in an iteratively refined prediction model that corrects for systematic stage coordinate errors ( fig. S7) . Last, we exported the stitched datasets using the flat-field-corrected and deconvolved image tiles as multiresolution hierarchies into a custom file format (N5) (21) that enabled parallel blockwise export and compression on a HPC cluster. Bindings for N5 format for the ImgLib2 library (112) are provided for the ImageJ distribution Fiji (113) . For interactive visualization, we developed a BigDataViewer-based viewer plugin (114) including a crop and export tool to make arbitrary subvolumes available in legacy formats such as TIFF image series.
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